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FADE IN:

INT. INSIDE FACTORY – DAY

[Jasmine is on the second floor sitting down
and organizing small pouches onto a long

white table and writing things on a notepad;
Damian walks up the stairs and walks to her;

Jasmine seems focused on her work.]

DAMIAN
(Being serious)
Are they ready?

JASMINE
(Nods and looks over at Damian)

Yes, I ordered them as you suggested.

[Damian looks at each of the bags; there are
five bags in all; each in different colors: blue,
red, yellow, black and green; Damian looks

inside the black one to find seeds.]

DAMIAN
(Looks at Jasmine)

Lets test them.

[Damien looks over at the doorway he just
walked through; Goode from the last episode

enters the room; he has no eyes.]

It is so incredible how easily you can get your
way when you have the ability to.

[Damian looks at Goode smiling as Jasmine
gets out of the chair.]

Sit in the chair Officer Goode.



[Goode does so obediently; Damian takes a
black seed and places it inside a beaker; he

then mixes it with a water-like substance that
makes it dissolve, making it into a black

substance.]

Jasmine if you may.

[Jasmine nods and takes out a syringe and
fills it with the substance; she then slowly
injects Goode in the back (Lower spinal

region); Goode is completely motionless as
this is being done.]

This is good…things are beginning to go to
plan.

JASMINE
(Nods understanding)

Should I get the others as well?

DAMIAN
(Smiles)

No, lets use this one to draw out some…
attention.

[Jasmine nods understandingly as Goode
appears to be going into a seizure; he falls to

the ground making no sound as Damien
watches, obviously enjoying this.]

JASMINE
(Waits a beat watching the officer.)
His body is accepting the change.

Transformation should take place in mere
seconds.

[Soon enough, Goode starts shaking and
there are sounds of bones breaking in his

body; screen moves to Goode’s shadow, his
body seems to be mutating into a large

monster; Damian and Jasmine can be seen
watching it and they seem satisfied with what
is happening; Damian walks to the creature



formerly named Goode; Goode has become a
hybrid of a man and bull (Minotaur); he
seems to still be changing as his skin is

throbbing with new muscles and appears to
be growing in height.]

DAMIEN
(Looks into Goode’s eyes as they begin

dilating uncontrollably until Goode’s eyes are
completely black)

My Minotaur…you belong to us now. Until
death sets you free.

[Screen fades out]

INT. PATH TOWARDS THE SCHOOL – DAY

[Orion and Lita are walking towards school
like in the end of Episode Three; they both
appear to be speechless due to the death of

Orion’s friend, Draco.]

LITA
(In deep thought while walking)

So who would be the best person to find first?

ORION
(Also in deep thought)

Sadly I’m not too sure of that. Even though,
all six of you have traits that can be used to
your advantage. Sad to say, you were the

only one I could identify as a Guardian Force.

LITA
But since we were resurrected, we should

look the same.

ORION
Yes, but with different concepts of fashion.
They do look different, or they could be in
different parts of the world for all I know.



LITA
(Shocked and stops to look at Orion)

You never took the time to keep track of us?
Did you expect us all to just wake up one

morning on your doorstep when this hit the
fan?

ORION
(Sounding somewhat disgusted)

Well with you people and your laws, I could
have been considered a…stalker or something

if I kept my eyes on five young girls and a
little boy while they grew up.

[Lita nods and they keep going.]

LITA
So how do I get them to believe me if I find

them?

ORION
These people have a piece of jewelry that

they were all given to them once reborn. The
boy, Prince Kain, had a medallion and the five
girls had rings. I believe you still have your

ring.

[Lita looks at a ring on her left hand; it is a
gold ring with jade jewels all around.]

Yes, that’s it and the others have similar
rings.

LITA
(Shakes her head staring at her ring and back

to Orion)
I don’t think a ring is going to exactly help

them remember being killed on a
mythological world. You get what I’m trying

to tell you? We need something to really help
to get them to remember. Did you ever do

anything to them that could help?

[Orion stops and thinks about it.]



INT. A FLASHBACK OF 1987 GREEN-LEAF,
NEW HAMPSHIRE – NIGHT

[Orion and Draco are in the woods staring at
six newborn babies; Orion is looking at each
to see that each has a ring on a chain around

their necks except for the boy who has a
medallion around his; a flash of light brings
the flashback to minutes later where Draco

and Orion are talking.]

DRACO
We’re not going to keep an eye on them?

ORION
We will help them through their dreams…

INT. PATH TOWARDS THE SCHOOL – DAY

[Orion opens his eyes and is looking at Lita
who seems to be waiting for an answer.]

ORION
(Looks as if he figured it out)

Their dreams…

LITA
(Confused)
Dreams?

ORION
I made them have dreams of their lives on

Namos. I also recall something else.

LITA
(Looking to Orion very attentively)

What is it? I need all the help I can get here.

ORION



The dreams all said that they should be ready
for something. Do you remember anything

like that?

LITA
(Shakes her head)

No…not at all.

ORION
(Waits a beat)

How about this? After school come to my
cabin and we can talk more about this. I need

to find a few things.

LITA
(Looking unhappy about that plan)

All right…

[Lita walks towards the school.]

ORION
(Yells in the distance while walking to his

cabin)
Keep your eyes open for them.

[Lita walks away not answering; screen fades
to the parking lot.]

INT. SCHOOL PARKING LOT – DAY

[Alex and Javel are in the car talking; the
windows are shut and the engine is off.]

ALEX
(Takes a deep breath)

So how long have you known?

JAVEL
(Shrugs)

I don’t know…since I was hired I guess, about
a year.



ALEX
(Shakes his head)

So much he didn’t tell me.

JAVEL
Alex, if you knew you would of told Adrian

and you know what he would do afterwards.

ALEX
(Nods knowing the answer)

Expose us.

JAVEL
Exactly, David went through tons of ways to

make sure the Numbered Soldiers were never
even thought of existing. If we were exposed
in David’s time, he’d be burned as a witch.

Adrian’s time…well when AIDS was
discovered the first infected was put in a

huge bubble-like thing; think of what would
happen to him. Think of what would happen

to you at this time. You could be thought as a
terrorist or some crap.

ALEX
I’m not a terrorist.

JAVEL
(Sounding smart-alecky)

You’re capable of being a damn terrorist, look
at you. You can teleport, making most alarm
systems useless. You can blow whatever you

want to hell, you do the math.

ALEX
(Stares at Javel and sits back realizing it)

…Damn.

JAVEL
(Unlocks the doors)

Come on…lets get you in school.

[Seth sees Alex and Javel get out of the car
and hides behind Ronny who is trying to look



at him wondering why he’s hiding; Alex and
Javel go inside.]

INT. SCHOOL LOCKER ROOMS - DAY

[Lita is at her locker and is all set with her
books; she is just staring at her ring in her

palm; she seems confused.]

LITA (THINKING)
(Confused)

How could something so small help me with
something like this?

[Lita shakes her head, shuts the locker door
and puts her ring back on as she walks to

class; the bell rings.]

INT. THE PRINCIPAL’S OFFICE – DAY

[Alex and Javel are waiting in the Principal’s
office; the office has a blue carpet, a big

wooden desk with files, books and awards
everywhere; the Principal walks in and looks

at the two.]

PRINCIPAL
(Looking very serious)

Good day.

ALEX & JAVEL
(At the same time)

Good day sir.

[The Principal sits at his desk and stares at
the two; he seems to be a very judgmental

person as he practically dissects Alex with his
eyes.]

PRINCIPAL



You two know why exactly you are here?

ALEX
My enrollment?

PRINCIPAL
(Shakes his head)

Try again Hawkings.

ALEX
(Takes a deep breath while making eye

contact with the Principal)
…Seth?

PRINCIPAL
If you want to be enrolled in my school, you
have to obey the rules. You’re now a student

here, which means I can punish you.

[Alex nods understanding; the Principal gets
up with his hands behind his back; he seems

reminiscent of a drill sergeant.]

However, it seems Seth was about to deal
some serious pain to Javel over here and due
to that I am willing to let this slide…of course

knowing that it will not happen again.

ALEX
(Nods)
Yes sir.

PRINCIPAL
(Takes a deep breath and sits back down)
Now Javel…I’m sure you understand why

exactly you’re here.

JAVEL
Yes.

PRINCIPAL
Well rest assured we are talking to Ronny and

Seth about the issue.



JAVEL
(Looks at the Principal not caring)

 Doesn’t matter.

[Javel leaves and after shaking hands with
the Principal, so does Alex; the Principal
watches as Alex shuts the door and then

looks down shaking his head.]

PRINCIPAL
(Sighs)

Damn Javel, deserves much better.

INT. CHEMISTRY CLASS – DAY

[A male Asian teacher about twenty years of
age (Mr. Kin) is in front of a class of about
twenty students; he’s wearing a light blue
button-down long-sleeve shirt, khakis, and
dark brown loafers; in the classroom there

are no desks, instead there is just a bunch of
round tables each for four students along

with a set of eight outlets on each for power;
the walls are tan and the floors are made of

white linoleum; against one of the walls there
are shelves full of Microscopes, Bunsen

Burners, Goggles, etc.]

MR. KIN
(Looking glad to be there)

Good morning class, I hope everyone brought
their books. You will be doing a lab, decide on

your partners now. Oh yes and we have a
new student, Mr…

[Alex and Javel enter the room in a rush; the
teacher looks at Alex and Javel (Mainly Javel)

shaking his head.]

JAVEL
(Hastily)



Mr. Kin sir…I was just finishing giving the new
student here the tour of our…fine

establishment.

ALEX
(Hastily)

Umm…yes and thank you Javel for that.

MR. KIN
Get to your seats gentlemen. As I said we

have a new student who has finally graced us
with his appearance. Mr. Alex Hawkings, glad

you made it I thought I was about to
introduce the class to the invisible man or

something.

[The class laughs a little; Mary, Lita and Sara
are seen in the classroom; Alex and Javel sit

down in the front of the class.]

So where are you from Alex?

ALEX
(Thinking)

Oh…all around really. My…parents traveled a
lot and eventually they decided to send me to

live with my grandfather here.

MR. KIN
(Nodding)

Oh yes, you’re the grandson of David
Hawkings. So what’s it like knowing you’re his

grandson.

ALEX
(Shrugs thinking about it)

It’s all right.

MR. KIN
Just all right?

[Lita notices that Alex is wearing a medallion;
she stares at it absent-mindedly; Mr. Kin

shrugs and goes to the black board.]



Find your partners. If you don’t already know,
the date is September 28th 2003.

[The students get up and walk around; pairs
are soon made easily; Lita walks towards

Alex but Mary bumps into her.]

 You have over an hour to do this lab so if it
isn’t done that will be homework.

MARY
(Recognizing Lita)

I’m sorry.

LITA
(Not caring)

It’s fine…
 

MARY
(Realizes who Lita is)

Lita, am I right?

[Lita sees Alex is teamed with Javel and looks
at Mary.]

LITA
(Waits a beat and takes a deep breath)

Guilty.

MARY
(Looking guilty)

Oh man, I’m feeling really sorry for Draco.
Are you two related?

LITA
Sort of, he and Orion kind of took me in when

my parents left me.

MARY
Oh…

[Lita sits down and Mary does too alongside
her making them partners; Sara is seen



teamed up with a thin blonde girl about
Mary’s age (Trisha); she’s wearing a red
buttoned blouse, a black skirt and black

shoes; screen goes back to Lita and Mary
who are obviously now partners.]

MARY
(Opening her book)

Where did they go? Vacation?

LITA
(Opens her book)

You could say that…they’re dead.

MARY
(Gasps; obviously taken off guard)

Oh my god! I’m so sorry! How could I…

LITA
(Interrupting)

Just leave me alone about it. If you haven’t
noticed, death has entered my life so often

it’s practically in my blood.

[Mary leaves her alone as instructed and just
starts working on the lab; Mary sees Lita’s

ring.]

MARY
(Carefully to not bother her)

We’re…twins.

LITA
(Confused as she looks at Mary; she

obviously doesn’t want to talk to her now due
to the parents remark)

What?

MARY
(Staring at Lita’s ring)

Your ring, I have almost the same kind.



[Mary shows Lita a ring on her left hand; it is
just like Lita’s only the jewels are white, not

green.]

LITA
(Surprised looking at the ring)

That’s…very interesting.

[Lita touches the ring; her ring and Mary’s
touch; suddenly in a flash of light, Lita is back

at the time and place Quetzocotl died in
Prologue.]

INT. LITA’S FLASHBACK TO NAMOS BEFORE
QUETZOCOTL DIED - NIGHT

[Lita is on her back looking up at the clouds;
she can see Fort Victor preparing for war; a
soldier in full armor thrusts a sword into her
chest; her eyes bulge and her jaw drops.]

SOLDIER
(Looking into her face under the helmet)

Die like a man.

[As she laid there, she head Orion yelling
“No”; she closes her eyes; screen goes to
Mary’s flashback, which is of Gabriella’s

death.]

INT. MARY’S FLASHBACK TO NAMOS BEFORE
GABRIELLA DIED - NIGHT

[Mary is on top of the same building
Gabriella, and both Kain’s were on when Bain

killed both; Phoenix walks up there.]

PHOENIX
You should save him Gabriella…better than

watching him die.



[Gabriella/Mary is then hit in the chest with a
thrown knife by Bain and falls off the rooftop;
Mary closes her eyes as she falls; as Mary’s
body hits the ground she hears a loud noise

and both she and Lita wake back up into
reality (The classroom).]

INT. CHEMISTRY CLASS – DAY

[Lita and Mary open their eyes as if startled
and then look at each other.]

MARY
(Taken back)

Whoa…

LITA
(Taken back too)

…Yeah…

[The telephone rings; Mr. Kin goes to answer
it.]

MR. KIN
(Answering the phone)

Hello? Yes…

[Mr. Kin looks all of a sudden concerned.]

Are you sure about this?

[Students start looking at Mr. Kin since he’s
becoming frightened more and more by the

second.]

Thank you very much.

[He hangs up.]

Students please get in an orderly line; we’re
going to orderly evacuate the school.



SARA
What’s going on?

MR. KIN
Bomb threat. Come on…we only have three

minutes.

[Students starts panicking as they storm out
of their seats and to the door; they can’t get

it open.]

OH MY GOD! WE’RE DONE FOR!!

[Javel and Alex are staying in their seats; Lita
looks scared and Mary is screaming and

panicking everywhere; smoke starts coming
out of the door; in seconds a loud banging

sound is heard near the classroom.]

LITA
(Quivering and in a frightened trance)

Oh no…

[Mr. Kin finally gets the door open to show
the class it’s a smoke machine and a tape

recorder playing the banging sound on
repeat.]

MR. KIN
(Smiling)

Sorry I couldn’t resist.

[Lita looks angry while many others are
laughing it up; Alex and Javel look relieved.]

LITA
That little…

MR. KIN
(Interrupting Lita; still laughing)

Oh Miss Walters before you finish that
sentence, I am the new Drama Club Director.



If anyone is interested just see me after class
is over.

[Javel is shaking his head while Alex is
reading the book.]

ALEX
(Looks over at Javel)

Do you get any of this?

JAVEL
(Looks at his book)

Oh this is easy.

[Javel is helping him with the lab; Lita is back
with Mary.]

LITA
(Writing; trying to get over the joke Mr. Kin

played)
So where did you get that ring?

MARY
My mom said it was a family heirloom.

LITA (IN HER THOUGHTS)
You have no idea.

[Screen switches to outside of the factory.]

EXT. OUTSIDE THE FACTORY – DAY

[The factory is seen looking as if nothing ever
happened; all of a sudden one of the cop cars

in tossed thirty or forty feet in the air and
landed into the forest.]

DAMIAN (OFF-SCREEN)
GO!

[A Minotaur is seen running through the
gates; it looks like in “Prologue” only this



Minotaur is about twenty feet tall; it stops to
roar and runs towards the town.]

EXT. ORION’S CABIN – DAY

[Orion is looking through all his books; he
seems in a hurry.]

ORION
(Frustrated)

Come on Draco where did you put it?

[Orion runs to the furniture and feels under it
looking for something.]

Where you put your log Draco?

[Orion tips over the kitchen table looking
hastily; the table doesn’t break; screen

switches back to the classroom.]

EXT. CHEMISTRY CLASS – DAY

[The bell rings; everyone leaves the
classroom leaving Mr. Kin alone.]

MR. KIN
(Sighs)
Oh well.

[He packs his bag and leaves the room;
inside the window the Minotaur is seen
running right past the school at a great

speed; Mr. Kin looks out the window as if he
heard something but after a few seconds he

just shrugged and walked away.]

INT. LUNCH ROOM – DAY



[Everyone is in there getting their lunches;
Alex is still in line as Javel sits at a table;
Ronny walks over to him and takes Javel’s

lunch from him.]

JAVEL
(Looking at Ronny)

I was going to eat that.

[Ronny pours the whole lunch on the floor
while looking Javel in the face.]

RONNY
(Walking away)

Now you can eat it.

[Ronny is gone and Alex sits next to Javel.]

ALEX
(Ready to eat)

Hey man…where’s your lunch?

JAVEL
(Shakes his head and takes out a book)

Doesn’t matter.

ALEX
(Shocked)

No way…someone picked on you again?
Where is he?

JAVEL
Look it’s no big deal.

ALEX
Making it not a big deal makes it a very big

deal. Now where is he?

[Ronny walks over and tosses Alex’s lunch to
the ground and looks at him while leaning on

the table.]

RONNY



(Trying to look threatening)
Been looking for me?

ALEX
(Angrily)

Oh my god, Javel you’re getting picked on by
pigs too? I thought it was just humans.

[Alex starts to get up but Ronny puts his
hand on Alex’s shoulder and forces him back

on his seat.]

RONNY
(Gets right up in Alex’s face)

You listen to me…boy…I’m the big man here.
You got that?

ALEX
(Looks disgusted)

First of all…you need a tic-tac.

[Some students look at the two shocked he
said that; Alex then grabs Ronny’s hand off of
his shoulder and twist the wrist into a nerve

lock.]

Second of all you are not the big man…you’re
just really fat.

[Alex gets up and pulls Ronny’s wrist hard;
Ronny has no choice due to the nerve lock
but to go with Alex and falls on top of the

table and is slid off it to fall onto the seats on
the side; Ronny is hit in the knee and chest

by two stools.]

And finally…I don’t EVER want to see you
bullying ANYONE again.

[A lot of the students are watching Alex’s
“display of authority” as well as the principal;

Alex finally lets go.]

RONNY



(Looking mad)
Screw you…newbie.

[Ronny leans in to punch Alex with a wide
right hook; Alex counters with a hard

spinning back sidekick to Ronny’s knee;
Ronny’s knee bends sideways and his body
goes down with it as he falls over in pain;

students gasp at this and the principal runs
over to both Ronny and Alex; Ronny is yelling

in pain while holding his knee.]

PRINCIPAL
(To Alex)

We need to talk. 
(Yells out loud)

We need a nurse to help this student here.

ALEX
Oh I see so this kid can bully anyone he

wants. BUT when he gets what’s coming to
him it’s a big ordeal.

PRINCIPAL
Ronny never fought Javel on school property.

ALEX
(Angrily)

It was Seth AND Ronny and it was in the
parking lot, the SCHOOL parking lot.

[Alex and the Principal argue as they leave
the lunchroom; Javel backs away from

Ronny; Lita leaves the lunch line.]

JAVEL
(With fake attitude)

That’s right people, you can’t mess with me
no more.

[He sees Lita walk by.]

Oh hey Lita what’s up? You’re looking…



[Lita shoves Javel away, making him trip on a
stool; he lands on his back and just stays

there.]

…Fair enough.

INT. THE FACTORY – DAY

[Damian, Blaze, Crimson and Jasmine are in
the lobby having a discussion.]

DAMIAN
So what is the report Jasmine?

JASMINE
The main issue we have right now is that we

need more people possessed.

DAMIAN
I agree.

CRIMSON
What do we do?

JASMINE
Well we should find a grouping of many

people and possess them all.

DAMIAN
Jasmine?

JASMINE
Yes?

DAMIAN
Don’t you think the one’s not possessed will

realize that they’re getting possessed one-by-
one. To be honest, the reason we easily got
those officers was because we outnumbered

them. We should find ways to…privately
possess them.



BLAZE
Like sneak up of them?

DAMIAN
(Hastily)

No…too risky.

CRIMSON
It wouldn’t be enough to make a decent

impact if we just sneak up on random people.
They may not even be that useful.

DAMIAN
Exactly my point Crimson. We need to be

careful whom we possess as well. Numbers
are a factor, but quality can be just as

important. We don’t want our slaves slapping
them to death, do we?

[The other the laugh a little, showing some
humanity.]

BLAZE
(Smiles evilly)

I know where to find plenty of experienced
fighters.

CRIMSON
(Intrigued)

Where?

BLAZE
The same place I found Draco.

DAMIAN
Is this also the same place you discovered

Quetzocotl?

BLAZE
(Slightly nods)

Yes sir.

DAMIAN



All right…Blaze, you and I will go there and
see. Crimson, you and Jasmine keep an eye
on everything here. Do we have any news

about the Minotaur?

JASMINE
Nothing yet…

DAMIAN
Well then keep aware for any news. Come on

Blaze, we have work to do.

[Blaze and Damian go to the boxes to get
ready to go.]

INT. PARKING LOT – DAY

[The sky is becoming dark as Lita starts
walking away from the school; she seems in

a hurry; Alex and Javel are leaving the school
and entering the car.]

JAVEL
I can’t believe that he suspended you on your

first day.

ALEX
Well I still don’t understand why a guy like

that even has the job of Principal.

[Alex and Javel drive away; Lita is walking
towards the path to Orion’s cabin in the

woods as it begins to rain.]

LITA (TO HERSELF)
(Notices the rain slowly beginning to pour)

Perfect…a friend dies and my past life is with
a total airhead. How could my life be any

worse?



[Thunder strikes and the rain starts to pour;
Lita is getting all wet and doesn’t seen to

care.]

There we go.

[Lita stops as she hears something walking in
the woods; it sounds very big; she starts

walking towards the sound carefully but soon
hears the same loud roar the Minotaur made

earlier and quickly backs away.]

What the…

[Screen goes to Javel as he starts up the car
but he looks out his window after he hears

the roar.]

ALEX
What is it?

JAVEL
(Confused)

Didn’t you hear that?

ALEX
(Shakes his head)

…No…

[Javel starts pulling out and Alex just starts
relaxing until he looks out the rear-view
mirror; he sees through it the Minotaur

looking around the parking lot.]

(Silently)
…Javel?

JAVEL
Yeah?

ALEX
(Silently)

I know what you heard.



[Alex slowly points to the rear view mirror;
Javel eyes bug out the second he sees it and
hits the gas; he and Alex are soon screaming

as the Minotaur starts chasing the car]

JAVEL
(Scared)

HOLY CRAP! WHAT IS THAT THING?

ALEX
(Scared)

It looks like a Minotaur…from those books
David has.

ALEX
(Scared)

THEY ARE NOT THAT BIG!! GRAMPS ALWAYS
SAID THEY WERE OUR SIZE!!

JAVEL
THEN HE WAS WRONG!!

[The Minotaur roars as it chases the car.]

ALEX
TURN!! TURN!!

[Javel makes a sharp right turn; the car
hydroplanes a little and nearly hits a car but
other than that the turn was done fine; the
Minotaur loses them; Javel and Alex have a

sigh of relief; it’s short-lived when the
minotaur cuts them off and stops in front of

them; they both scream.]

TURN AGAIN!!

JAVEL
I’M TRYING!!

[The Minotaur tries to pick up the car but the
car speeds away before it can try; the
Minotaur starts chasing the car again.]



JAVEL (Cont.)
Damn…

[Javel is short of breath as he tries to think of
something; he has an idea.]

Alex?

ALEX
(Scared)
Yeah?

JAVEL
Have you ever tried your energy balls?

ALEX
(Scared)
Not yet…

JAVEL
(Trying to stay calm)

If you hit the legs we can easily get away.

[Alex nods in agreement and slowly
unbuckles his seatbelt and sticks his arm

out.]

ALEX (TO HIMSELF)
Take all your energy and ball it up…

[Alex fires a small energy ball that hits Javel’s
car; the taillight is busted.]

JAVEL
OH C’MON! I JUST GOT THAT FIXED!

ALEX
(Frustrated)

I’m new at this…

[Alex now sticks his head out the window and
aims; he fires another small energy ball but it
misses and hits a tree; just a few branches

break off.]



ALEX (Cont.)
DAMN!

JAVEL
KEEP TRYING!!

ALEX
All right, Javel grab onto my belt.

[Javel grabs Alex’s belt and Alex sticks half
his body out of the window and starts to

aim.]

JAVEL
Oh crap, BIG CURVE!! HOLD ON!

[Javel starts driving the curve; Alex holds on
for dear life while hanging out of the car and

staring at the huge Minotaur gaining on
them.]

ALEX
DONE YET?

JAVEL
(Finishes the curve)

GO!!

[Alex fires an energy ball and hits the road;
he tries again and hits the Minotaur’s knee;

the Minotaur falls over and Javel speeds away
still holding onto Alex as he slowly gets back

in the car.]

ALEX
(Sighs of relief as he looks at Javel and the

rear-view mirror)
That sucked.

[They both smile as they speed away; the
Minotaur watches the car speed away and
look angry as it gets up and starts running

again.]



INT. THE PATH TO ORION’S CABIN – DAY

[Lita is walking in the rain; a car pulls up next
to her; its Sara and Mary (Mary is driving).]

MARY
(Kindly)

HI…we saw you walking in the rain and we
wanted to give you a ride.

LITA
(Doesn’t seem to want to be bothered)

I’m fine.

SARA
But you’re all wet.

LITA
…Maybe next time, I…like the rain. How about
I just see you at the dojo, you’re coming with

your boyfriend Darren right?

MARY
Yeah.

LITA
Then I’ll just see you there.

MARY
(Waits a beat and soon shrugs)

Okay.

[They drive off and Lita continues on the
trail.]

LITA (TO HERSELF)
I don’t need her; all I’ve ever needed is

myself.

[Lita walks towards Orion’s cabin.]
INT. ORION’S CABIN – NIGHT



[Orion is getting his karate uniform on; it’s
red with a black belt; Lita comes in all wet as
she combs through her hair with her hands

getting the water out.]

LITA
(Getting dry)
I’m home.

ORION
Oh good, did you find out anything?

LITA
(She waits beat squeezing water out of her

hair)
Yeah.

[Minutes go bye; Lita is all dry and changed
into her karate uniform from earlier; the two

are drinking tea.]

ORION
So you touched this girl’s ring?

LITA
(Takes a sip of tea)

Yes, and then I was…”taken” to this place. I
was on my back and someone…stabbed me.

[Orion is silent as he sips his tea]

Was…that the way Quetzocotl died?

ORION
(Gulps and looks at Lita)

Quetzocotl was like my daughter…and no one
likes to talk about things such as that.

[Lita nods and finishes her tea; she then gets
up and gets ready to leave.]

LITA



(Raises her eyebrows after a beat)
I’m Quetzocotl, right?

ORION
(Has a long sigh)

Yes. How did you figure that out?

LITA
(Crosses her arms and waits a beat)

Because Draco always said I was like your
daughter.

ORION
(Showing sympathy)

I’m sorry I brought this onto you. How do you
feel?

LITA
(Staring into her tea)

…Empty. Like nothing really matters.

ORION
(Nods)

Why don’t you just lie down and skip class
tonight. You’ve been through a lot.

LITA
(Looks at Orion)

Would Quetzocotl do that?

[Orion looks into Lita’s eyes and gets up
shaking his head; screen fades into the

Dojo’s Parking Lot.]

INT. DOJO PARKING LOT – NIGHT

[Mary is with Darren in the parking lot in
front of the front door; there are cars parked
all around the area; Darren still has bruises

from fighting Alex.]

DARREN



(Rubbing his hands together to keep warm)
So why do you want to see Lita anyways?

MARY
Something…weird happened in chemistry

class.

DARREN
(Looks at Mary)

Oh? What?

MARY
(Shrugs)

Not sure. But I think she does.

DARREN
(Shivering)

All right…well why not wait inside?

[Rita comes outside; she seems bored.]

RITA
What’s going on out here?

[Mary looks and Rita and opens her mouth to
talk but stops as she sees a police car pull
up; it jus stays there parked in front of the
dojo and the three teenagers; screen goes

inside the car.]

INT. INSIDE THE CAR – NIGHT

[Officers Perez and Tyler are in the front seat
wearing sunglasses; Blaze and Damian are in

the back where prisoners go.]

DAMIAN
(Looks at the Dojo)

Are you sure this is the place?

BLAZE
(Has a long sniff and after a beat she smiles)



I can still smell the blood.

DAMIAN
(Nods)

Lets go. Officers?

[Tyler and Perez get out of the car and into
the parking lot and they let out the two;

Blaze is shown concealing a dagger in her
sleeve.]

INT. DOJO PARKING LOT – NIGHT

[Tyler and Perez follow Blaze and Damian to
the entrance of the dojo; they all stop next to
Mary and look at her and the two with her.]

RITA
(Shocked to see Blaze)

You…

DAMIAN
The officers here wanted to show Orion that

Draco’s killer has been taken care of.

DARREN
He’s not here yet. But it’d be best if you just
put her in the car and lock her up. I’ll tell him

you caught her.

[The officers open the door and they go
inside.]

HEY! Wait, I said he wasn’t in there.

RITA
(Shocked)

Did she even have ‘cuffs on?

[Screams are heard in the dojo.]

MARY



Oh my god.

[Mary, Darren and Rita hurry inside the dojo.]

INT. ORION’S DOJO – NIGHT

[Rita entered the dojo first and sees what is
happening; Damian and Blaze are

“possessing” the students while Tyler and
Perez hold the students that weren’t

possessed yet back.]

RITA
WHAT ARE YOU DOING?

[Darren and Mary see is too and are
speechless; Damian sees Mary’s ring.]

DAMIAN
(Shocked)

This is…where he’s training them.

BLAZE
(Takes the dagger out from her sleeve and

looks at Damian awaiting orders.)
Give me the order, and I’ll tear their throats

out.

DAMIAN
(Stops Blaze by putting his arm in front of

her)
No Blaze…lets have our new army take care

of this.

[All the students possessed look at Mary, Rita
and Darren; they all have no eyes; the

officers take off their sunglasses as well, they
have no eyes as well.]

MARY
WHOA!



DARREN
The eyes! They have no eyes! What did you

do to them?

[The possessed charge at Rita Mary and
Darren; Darren pulls Mary away and punches
one in the face; Rita kicks and pushes three

away.]

BLAZE
COME ON!

[Darren takes out a stick and starts hitting
the possessed ones on their heads and torso

with it; Rita backs into a corner while
blocking strikes from the possessed.]

RITA
(Struggling)

Help!

[Mary is being protected by Darren and is
also in a corner; Mary isn’t anything to help]

MARY
Rita!

[Darren nails possessed ones into the torsos
and across the heads; the possessed seem to

be recovering fast.]

BLAZE
(Mockingly)

I’d of done better.

DAMIAN
We’d have to test them either way.

[Darren is tripped by a possessed and drops
the stick; Mary takes the stick and starts
whacking possessed wherever she sees

them; they aren’t falling like Darren did it but
it’s still effective; Rita is put into a full nelson;



she‘s dragged to Damian against her will as
she kicks and screams.]

BLAZE
(Smiles evilly)
One down…

[Mary gets punched in the back of the head
and falls to her knees; Darren is struggling as

the possessed are trying to drag him to
Blaze.]

DAMIAN
(Smiles but it soon fades away)

…Wait.

[The possessed are now having Darren
placed beside Rita; Mary is now screaming

and struggling to get away.]

Keep it down!

BLAZE
Damian, we have them.

DAMIAN
(Not caring)

Don’t you hear it?

[Mary drops the stick after being picked up
while kicking and screaming; noises can be

heard outside.]

BLAZE
I can, what is…

[Orion bursts through the door and grabs
Mary away from the possessed; Lita is behind

him; Blaze recognizes her instantly.]

QUETZOCOTL!



[Orion punches a possessed student in the
stomach so hard the student is launched into

the air and onto the floor.]

LITA
(Sees Blaze and recognizes her instantly)

You!

[Lita elbows a possessed student and
executes a takedown; Damian and Blaze
watch on looking as if unprepared as they

look around; Mary takes a gong and levels a
possessed in the back of the head; Orion

tosses the two possessed officers against the
wall, making the wall crack.]

DAMIAN
(Knowing that they can’t win)

HALT!

[The possessed stop.]

Hello Orion…long time.

ORION
Damian…

DAMIAN
Lets make a deal.

[Orion and Lita stare at Damian and Blaze;
Mary seems confused.]

ORION
What do you want?

DAMIAN
The heads of the Guardian Forces; however I
must admit we didn’t expect to fight you, so

we’d like to just…play peacemaker.

ORION
What are you saying Damian?



DAMIAN
(Smiles evilly)

Let us leave…and the prince lives.

[Blaze takes out her dagger from her sleeve
and puts it to Darren’s throat; Orion stares at

Damian and Blaze knowing they’ll kill him
with ease.]

ORION
(Points to Rita)

…What about her?

BLAZE
What about her? If you don’t go with us you

lose both.

[Orion looks at Lita whose eyes are fixed on
Blaze.]

ORION
(Looks at Blaze)

Blaze…you ruined this girl’s family. Why not
try and kill her now instead of killing someone

who is no threat.

DAMIAN
(Looks into Orion’s eyes and shakes his head)
Oh Orion…you are quite the negotiator, aren’t

you? It’s obvious this is the resurrected
Prince. Don’t you see the resemblance

between the two? Not to mention the detailed
description Bain gave us.

BLAZE
Compliments of his scouts, did you really

think we chose this town at random?

[Orion looks at Darren, studying him; he
definitely didn’t know Darren was Prince

Kain.]

DAMIAN



(Smiling)
Oh I see you’ve been in the dark for so long

that you forgot what you knew back then. But
honestly, would you let this man die?

[Orion looks at Darren, then Damian, then
Blaze; he backs off and pulls Mary and Lita

with him.]

LITA
(In disbelief)
Orion, no!

[Orion ignores Lita and watches as Damian
walks to the exit with Blaze; they’re holding
Rita and Darren; once they get to the exit,
Blaze drops Darren and gets the dagger

against Rita’s neck.]

NO!

[Lita goes towards Blaze but Orion stops her;
she realizes that her hands are glowing;

Orion sees this too.]

DAMIAN
We cannot just let you have everything

Orion. Sorry but business is business, kill her.

[Blaze smiles, as Rita looks scared.]

ORION
(Whispers into her ear)

Let your emotions out. Think about what
happened that fateful day.

[Lita’s eyes become moist as if she is about
to cry as she remembers when her parents

died.]

EXT. September 11th 2001 – DAY



[Lita is sitting down on a couch in Orion’s
cabin; she looks like she is about thirteen or
fourteen; she is covering her face and crying]

DRACO
(Sits with her holding some tissues for her)

Lita…dry your eyes.

YOUNG LITA
(Sobbing)

They’re dead…my family is dead.

DRACO
We’re your family too, and we’ll help you no

matter what.

YOUNG LITA
(Sobbing)

I know you are. But…why did this have to
happen?

DRACO
(Sighs looking up)

Evil has always been around us. So it isn’t an
issue, the issue is what to do what you

encounter it.

[Draco and Lita hug; Lita comes back to
reality (The Dojo)]

INT. ORION’S DOJO – NIGHT

[Lita has tears running down her face and
looks at Blaze who is smiling with a dagger to

Rita’s throat.]

LITA
(She takes a deep breath trying to hold in her

emotions but she can’t)
NO!



[Lita’s throws out her hands and as she
screamed in anger, electricity came pouring

out of her palms like a huge bolt of lightning;
it misses Blaze and Damian and hits the wall,
burning the wood and paint; Damian looks at

Blaze.]

DAMIAN
(Scared)
Retreat.

[Lita looks at Blaze looking exhausted and
angry; she throws her arms out making
another huge bolt of lightning that again

misses Blaze and Damian and hits the wall,
burning the wood and paint more; Rita

manages to get away and runs to Orion; Lita
faints.]

MARY
Lita!

[Blaze runs over to Lita and leaps while
holding the dagger only to be caught by Orion
and tossed back towards Damian and crashes
into the wall; Damian helps Blaze up and they

run away.]

BLAZE
You’ll see us again. But next time…I’ll take

another life.

[Damian and Blaze are long gone; the
possessed are now getting back to normal;

Tyler looks at the dojo.]

TYLER
What happened here?

ORION
(Waits a beat)
…Redecorating.

TYLER



Oh all right well be sure that these kids here
are okay.

ORION
Oh they are they’re just…finishing some

meditation.

[Tyler nods and leaves with Perez.]

Okay students, class is over so just bow and
leave. 

[Orion looks at Lita and helps her up as
students leave to their homes looking

confused as to what happened; screen goes
to the streets where Javel and Alex are.]

INT. STREETS – NIGHT

[Alex and Javel are speeding away in the car;
Javel is still driving and looking tired; the car
speeds past a 35-MPH speed limit sign; soon
enough the same minotaur from earlier runs

toward the speeding car as if he never
stopped.]

JAVEL
What are we going to do?

[Alex looks out the window; the Minotaur is
looking angry as it keeps chasing the car; it’s

legs look slightly injured.]

ALEX
(Shaking his head)

I’ve hit those legs with all I have, but he just
keeps catching up to us like he knows the
road like the palm of his hand. Maybe we

could try and run him over.

JAVEL



We tried that one time and he nearly crushed
us. I am not getting us killed on something

that won’t work.

ALEX
Well we can’t just keep driving; we’ll just run

out of gas easy.

[After Alex says that, Javel checks the gas
meter; it’s almost empty.]

JAVEL
(Takes a deep breath after waiting a beat)

Easier than you think…take a look.

[Alex looks at the gas meter; he doesn’t like
it.]

ALEX
Damn, I am not going to die by a huge bull.

[A police car’s sirens can be hard as it drives
to the side of Alex and Javel’s car, trying to
get in between the car and Minotaur; the

policeman slides down his window and looks
at Alex.]

POLICEMAN
Hey what the hell is that thing?

ALEX
We…we don’t know! Help us out!

[The policeman nods but soon enough the
Minotaur lifts the police car into the air as the

policeman screams.]

DAMN!

JAVEL
We need to do something. Come on man,
think, what other powers do you have?

ALEX



(Sounding tired)
I just got them. I haven’t tried them yet.

[The Minotaur continues to chase Javel and
Alex’s car as they head towards the

highway.]

INT. ORION’S CABIN – NIGHT

[Screen fades back Rita, Mary and Darren are
in Orion’s cabin; Lita is still unconscious and
on the couch; Orion is sitting down at the

table with Rita, Mary and Darren.]

MARY
(Frustrated)

This doesn’t make sense. How the hell can
people do what she just did?

DARREN
Honey plea…

MARY
Darren! Two people nearly kidnapped me and

the “laws of musics” have been broken.

ORION
(Thinking hard)

Well…

RITA
Physics, you dumb blonde.

MARY
(Now mad)

I am not a dumb blonde! You take that back!

RITA
Make me!

ORION



SILENCE!!

[Mary and Rita look away from each other
and become silent.]

Now understand, those two know everything
but what you need to know. Now listen.

[Orion takes a book out of a drawer next to
an icebox.]

…In this book is everything you need to know
about yourselves.

DARREN
(Looking at Orion)

I still don’t understand.

ORION
Darren, Rita, Mary do you have a family

heirloom you’ve had since birth?

MARY
(Remembering something)

Yeah, in chemistry class I showed Lita
because she asked. Then she touched it and

then…something weird happened.

ORION
You relived the death of your past-life.

DARREN
Oh come on! You don’t expect us to just

believe this.

ORION
Darren, your logical beliefs and actions clearly

are the reason I didn’t think you truly were
the former prince.

DARREN
I’m so not answering that with a valid

response.



MARY
But honey.

DARREN
(Looks at Mary convincingly)

Mary he’s talking about past-lives. I mean
please, next your going to tell me that the

thing Lita did was really possible.

ORION
(Waits a beat looking at him)

Why not?

DARREN
It is not possible, okay? People cannot

throw…electricity at each other.

ORION
(Gets up)

Just go then. You obviously cannot
understand.

DARREN
Yeah I’m going to call the police.

ORION
They are the police…and my students. These

people can…possess others.

RITA
(Disgusted)

That’s what they were doing to those kids?

[Darren looked down remembering watching
that; Rita shows Orion a ring she had on a
chain in her shirt; it’s like Mary’s only it has

red stones.]

MARY
(Looking at the chain)

You do know what that means right?

RITA
(Looking at her ring)



It’s just for when I’m working out. Now what
do we do?

DARREN
Wait…

[The three look at Darren; Darren looks in
deep thought.]

Why do you think I’m this guy?

ORION
Why didn’t they possess you? Why haven’t
you left yet? They were most likely going to
take you to their leader so he could execute

you.

DARREN
And that is?

ORION
(Looks down and waits a beat)

Bain…the man who single-handedly deceived
so many gods that he practically became one
himself. You see, in your past-lives you were
all royalty on the gods’ homeland of Namos.
When the war began Bain and his followers

beheaded five goddesses. They were
Judgment Gods…they govern elements.

Anyway, the blood of these fallen gods was
given to the counsel of the worshippers’

daughters…you.

MARY
(IN disbelief)

So…we’re like, gods or something?

ORION
We preferred the term, “Hybrids” or the more
common “Guardian Forces”. Given that you
were and still are mortal and were mortal

when given the blood.



RITA
Where are the other gods? Since this war

you’re talking about is probably over.

ORION
Well there are two things to say about that.

The others are either around here
somewhere, with Bain, or beheaded.

Beheading is the only known way to kill a god
or any immortal being.

LITA
(Still tired and lying down)
That’s why Draco’s dead.

ORION
(Showing sympathy)

Oh Lita, please sleep you had a tough time
today I’m sure.

LITA
Darren, if you want to see if this is real…

touch Rita’s ring.

[Darren shrugs and he touches Rita’s ring…
nothing happens.]

DARREN
…Guess I’m not who you think I am.

MARY
I was wearing the ring when it happened.

DARREN
Mary…let’s just save it, okay? Orion I respect

you very much. Otherwise, I would have
already left this cabin.

[Darren opens the door and looks at
everyone.]

But look…gods? Past-lives? Mary and Rita,
look at the two you’re talking to okay? It’s
Orion who just lost his best friend, and Lita



who’s lost so many people…her whole messed
up life. They are just paranoid and shaken

up.

ORION
Then explain what you saw.

DARREN
(Obviously frustrated)

I can’t but it definitely wasn’t caused by some
“God’s Blood”. I mean…

MARY
Honey, what about your medallion?

[Orion seems interested in this as he looks at
Mary and then over to Darren.]

DARREN
(Shakes his head)

Okay fine, look at this.

[Darren takes out a medallion under his shirt;
it’s a smooth tan stone.]

I’ve had this all I can remember, now…

[Darren takes Rita’s ring and puts it on her
finger; he then touches Rita’s ring again.]

What now?

[Everyone is silent; the chain on Darren’s
medallion breaks and he catches it; it touches

Rita’s ring and in a flash of light, Rita and
Darren are in the time and place their past-

selves died in “Prologue” as their past
selves.]

EXT. RITA’S FLASHBACK TO NAMOS BEFORE
SALAMANDER DIED – NIGHT



[Rita finds herself in place of Salamander in
the courthouse; a Minotaur breaks into the
building only to be stabbed to death by Kain
and pushed away with the sword still in his

hands.]

KAIN
HIDE! HIDE!

[Shiva and Rita are seen running away from
the building; a ramming Minotaur kills Rita
quickly with a head butt to the skull; screen
goes to Darren who is on the rooftop where

Prince Kain and his father died.]

INT. DARREN’S FLASHBACK TO NAMOS
BEFORE KAIN DIED – NIGHT

[Darren blinks and is where Kain was where
he died back on Namos; Bain slices off

Darren’s arm while he watches Gabriella fall
off the rooftop as she dies; he drops his

sword as Bain places the blade against his
throat.]

BAIN
You could have won…but as I figured, you will

always be a child no matter how you age.

[Bain stabs Darren hard with his sword and
tosses him off the rooftop; Darren lies on the
ground and looks over to see Gabriella’s dead
body as he dies; Rita and Darren open their

eyes back to reality (The cabin).]

INT. ORION’S CABIN – NIGHT

[Rita and Darren wake up; Rita holds her
head instantly.]



RITA
That…SUCKED!

DARREN
(Overwhelmed)

It’s real…I can’t believe it.

RITA
Me neither…I thought my death would be

dramatic and amazing, not quick and ugly like
that was.

ORION
Glad to see you’re with us.

DARREN
(Waits a beat to take a deep breath)

So…I’m a Prince?

ORION
(Shrugs)

Technically you used to be a king, but you
died the same day you were married to the

daughter of the head councilman.

MARY
(Looks at Darren)

Really?

DARREN
(Knows he is in a “Tight Spot” as he starts to

walk away)
I should go; it’s been a long day.

MARY
I’ll call you then…bright in the morning.

[Darren looks outside looking like he didn’t
like the sound of that.]

DARREN
(Clenching his teeth together)

Great.



[Darren leaves; Lita sits up still looking tired.]

RITA
(Looks at Lita and back at Orion)

So what’s your story? Why are you helping
us?

ORION
Well I went with Draco to Earth during the
end of the war, but then we found a way to

bring you back. 

[Orion initiates a flashback.]

INT. NAMOS FLASHBACK – NIGHT

[Orion is walking around Namos right after
Bain killed Phoenix; everything is either

burning and/or broken.]

ORION (NARRATING)
I went back to Namos, which was now in

ruins. Bain had won.

[He looks at a bunch of corpses and then
sees Bain leaving the building where he killed

both Kains, Gabriella and Phoenix.]

BAIN
(Smiles)

Are you here to surrender?

ORION
(Looks into Bain’s evil eyes)
Bain…I wish to make a deal.

[Bain looks at Orion seeming interested.]

ORION (NARRATING)
One thing I always knew about Bain…he loves
to make deals. Think of him as a negotiable

gambler.



BAIN
What do you have that I would want?

ORION
(Waits a beat)
My allegiance.

RITA (NARRATING)
What! You’re with him?

ORION (NARRATING)
It was for a good reason.

BAIN
Good…but what do you want?

ORION
I wish to be only aligned with you for a

certain amount of time.

BAIN
…What then?

ORION
Then I want to be sent to Earth and not

bothered by you and your followers.

BAIN
Immunity?

ORION
Yes.

[Bain looks like he’s thinking about it; screen
fades out and fades back in to show Orion
chained up in a dungeon; the screen fades

again.]

ORION (NARRATING)
He accepted the offer, but instead of using

me as a servant for the agreed four
generations…he tortured me by having his

followers attack me constantly.



[Sounds are heard of weapons being used;
warriors are heard yelling; Orion is heard in

pain.]

I can still remember the pain…I even recall
pleading for one of them to just behead me.
However, when they were finished for the
time being, I received visits from a life god

named Vida. I asked her to help me resurrect
the Guardian Forces, you.

INT. ORION’S CABIN – NIGHT

[Lita gets up still looking tired.]

LITA
(Tired)

Those two people we saw…who were they? In
my past-life I think I was killed by one of

them.

ORION
They were part of our troop Lita. Blaze and

Damian, great warriors they were amazing in
combat…but they hated having to risk their

lives for their own people, so they joined Bain
in return for immortality.

LITA
Then why would they be running away from
my electricity? That wouldn’t take off their

heads.

RITA
(Understanding)

But they would be vulnerable to it.

ORION
Exactly.



[Screen fades as Orion gets Lita to sit down;
screen goes back to the highway.]

INT. THE HIGHWAY – NIGHT

[Darren enters the highway and turns on the
radio; some slow dance music comes on.]

DARREN
No thank you.

[Darren changes the station to get another
slow dance song.]

You are kidding me, no.

[Darren switches the station and gets another
slow dance song.]

Oh come on Mary I told you not to mess with
my favorite stations.

[Darren turns off the radio looking
disappointed.]

Frigging perfect, I nearly die…and now I have
nothing but crap to listen to. How can this get

any worse?

[Darren hears an explosion; that explosion is
soon followed by screams as Darren looks

over to see the Minotaur; Javel can be seen
also driving alongside Darren’s car; Alex

looks at Darren.]

ALEX
Dude…if I were you right now, I’d leave first

chance you got.

DARREN
After you then I can take care of my self.



JAVEL
Wish we could but that thing has followed us

since school ended. SIX HOURS AGO!

DARREN
(Looks at Javel funny)

It’s almost midnight Javel.

JAVEL
(Looking upset)

No way…we’ve been driving away from this
thing for over nine hours?

ALEX
We’ve tried everything…nothing worked.

DARREN
(He looks back and finds the Minotaur gaining

on them)
Well I say, run!

[Darren hastily changes lanes and takes the
closest exit; Alex and Javel begin to panic as

the Minotaur is almost at them.]

JAVEL
DITCH!

[Alex and Javel “tuck and roll” out of the car
via separate side doors; the Minotaur

destroys the car as Alex and Javel avoid
traffic to get to the side of the highway; they
look down the side’s railing to see a river.]

ALEX
(Looks at Javel)

…After you, you’re the weaker one.

JAVEL
Weaker one?

[Alex grabs Javel and tosses him over; Javel
screams as he falls into the water; Alex looks
at the Minotaur as it looks in Javel’s car for



them and hops over the edge before it can
see him; they both make a loud splash as
they fall in; the Minotaur looks around and

lets out an angry roar.]

INT. THE RIVER – NIGHT

[Javel is shivering as he swims towards land;
Alex is behind him breathing hard; Javel hops
onto a patch of land surrounded by forest; he

then helps Alex out of the water.]

JAVEL
(Shivering)

That…was…cold.

ALEX
(Looking up at the highway they hopped off

of)
Would you prefer to be torn to shreds by that

thing?

[Javel stares at Alex for a while; he leans up
against a tree and tries to warm up; Alex

looks down in deep though.]

JAVEL
(Shivering and upset)

You really need to learn how to use those
powers man. We wasted about ten hours and
my car, because you weren’t ready to handle

that.

ALEX
(Sounding as upset as Javel)

Look, all I was told before I got here was my
heritage. I was never taught how to use my
powers; I just know what they are…got it?

JAVEL
(Shivering)

You managed to throw an energy ball.



ALEX
(Looks at Javel)

Oh I was just winging it.

JAVEL
Then learn it, because your lack of training

nearly killed us tonight.

ALEX
(Looking down again)

I’m…I’m sorry.

[Javel looks around for a place to get home
from there.]

Look lets just get back home and…

JAVEL
(Looks at Alex)

Prepare…there’s a war coming Alex. Sadly
you’re the only one that can lead us to

victory.

ALEX
We are others.

JAVEL
And he is not here. He is with Adrian, making

sure you aren’t found. Once we have a
chance we can try and get hi, but until then

you are all we have.

[Javel looks around and sees something
familiar.]

I know where we are.

[Javel signals for Alex to follow him; he does
so.]

ALEX
You’re wrong Javel.



JAVEL
What do you mean?

[Screen fades with this last line.]

ALEX
A war isn’t coming…it’s already here.

THE END

FADE OUT.
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